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From the Editors: 
I humbly invite you to read 

our first publication under 
new managment. Feel free to 
consider tliis an endorsement of 
our Polity's theatre productions, 
an endorsement made without 
any bias at all, because one of the 
editors-in-chief is definitely not 
a stage manager for As You Like 
It. May your post-election week 
be as comedic as can be, 

-The Gadfly 
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From the Director: Whv 
Attend As You like It 

AlexWarren A'18 ---------------------

s hakespeare is, one feels comfortable asserting, a great writer. As You 
Like It, one feels comfortable asserting, is a great book. It does not 

necessarily follow from these assertions, however, that one should devote 
a couple hours on a Friday or Saturday night to watching people recite 
from this great book. There are far more convenient times to appreciate 
the great writing. Friday and Saturday nights are not school nights, and 
having As You Like It crammed into one's brain seems like an activity po
tentially more enjoyable when one may reassure oneself that if one were 
not undergoing such a stuffing, one would certainly have to be absorbing 
Plotinus or Kierkegaard instead. 

Therefore, it is not the glories of the Bard, I argue, that should entice 
the reader to attend the King William Players' production of As You Like 
It. It is the glories of the Polity. 

That the Program requires all of us to read the same books and to 
discuss them in the same tutorials, seminars, and laboratories is one of it's 
great attractions. Admissions materials assure us that through this we are 
given a common language we may speak with any other member of our 
community. We get to know each other through the books. I believe this 
to be true. I assert, however, that the relationships achieved in this man
ner, are not as extended as they might be. There are simply some parts of 
our friends that never really surface at the seminar table (which is not to 
say that one does not frequently see more of some people's parts during 
seminar than one might wish). The quiet kid who's terrified and stammer
ing during a demonstration may be brave and eloquent under the stage 
lights. The aggressive student whose pedantic pursuit of the prickliest 
points in Aristotle may, in costume, prove to have an exquisite sense of 
silliness. The lab partner whose clumsiness prevents them from ever suc
cessfully completing an experiment may, when given a role to perform, 
tum out to have an unexpected mastery of physicality. 

This is why you should come to As You Like It. Not for the great writ
er, not for the great book, but for your great colleagues. They're hilarious, 
they're naughty, and they're capable of producing incredible beauty in 
an enclosed space, for a couple hours. I've had the joy of working with 
this incredibly talented cast for months, and I am so eager to share their 
triumph with you. Noah Bums (' 18) as Jacques is hysterical. Cat Bald
win (' 18) as Celia is sidesplitting. Andrew Kim (' 18) as Touchstone is 
incredibly amusing. Anyone who caught last year's production of God of 
Carnage knows that Simone Louw (' 18) is an incredibly talented come
dic actress, but her Rosalind is revelatory. Arthur Kohn (' 18) remains as 
ever a genius with all technical aspects of production. Cyrus Multhauf's 
Orlando is a great piece of physical comedy from the winner oflast year's 
sophomore essay prize. 

Come. Be dazzled+ 
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Meet the Cast: Rosalind 

Name? 
Simone Irena 
Louw. 
Stage name? 
Princess Consuela 
Banana-Ham
mock. 
First time you 
acted? 
I was 8 and played 
Tinkerbell in Peter 
Pan. I had to say 
'ass' a couple 
times, which was 
very exciting 
because I was not 
allowed to swear 
at home. 
What is the 
favorite role you 
have played? 
Passepartout in 
Around the World 
in 80 Days. He is 
this very energetic 
Frenchman. I had a brown wig, and 
a mustache. It was really great to be 
playing a comedic role instead of 
the elegant damsel. It was a crazy 
time, we opened on Friday the 13th, 
which is very nerve-wracking in the 
superstitious world of theater, but 
anyway right at the beginning of the 
show I slipped and slid across the 
stage on my stomach and partially 
dislocated my shoulder. My first 
thought was 'oh, shit' and my second 
thought was 'there is no way that I 
am going to stop the show' , so I got 
up and popped my shoulder back in 
and somehow managed to deliver 
my lines. Luckily my blocking re
quired me to sit down soon after that 
because I almost passed out. Then at 
the end of the show I had to dramati
cally close a door as I came on stage 
and my shoulder popped out again. 
Again!? 

Yeah, this time I screamed, but the 
audience thought that it was part of 
the performance, so they all laughed. 
Right ... so next question. What is 
your favorite Shakespeare play? 
Either Henry V or Richard IL 
Who would you say is your favor
ite Shakespeare character? 
Lady Macbeth. 
So, if you could join the royal 
Shakespeare company, what role 
would you play, and who would be 
playing opposite you? 
I would play Lady Macbeth, with 
Tom Hiddleston playing Macbeth. 
Good choice. Good choice. Now, if 
you could play any role, no matter 
where from, what would it be? 
Irena from Chekhov's Three Sisters, 
Dulcinea from Man from La Man
cha, Joan of Arc in George Bernard 
Shaw's St. Joan. 
So what roles have you played 
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with KWP thus far? 
I played Veronica in God of Carnage 
last year, and I was Hermione in the 
canceled A Winter s Tale my fresh
man year. 
Before I forget, what is your favor
ite movie? 
A Room with a View. 
Who do you have the best chemis
try with on set? 
Cat Baldwin. No doubt. 
On that note, who are you play
ing? 
I play Rosalind. She is the master
mind of all the crazy stuff that hap
pens in the play. She is very enter
taining, though rather mean. I think 
it is mostly because she is bored. 
How do you feel about Rosalind? 
I like to say that she is a taller, pret
tier, bitchier version of myself. We 
are very good at type-casting here at 
St. John's. 
Would you like to recieve flowers 
on opening night? 
I feel bad about cutting flowers, and 
yet. . .I would like to be buried with 
bouquets. 
What flowers do you prefer? 
Roses. Although I love orchids, even 
though they are not traditional bou
quets flowers. 
Before we close, any message you 
have to give to the polity? 
You should all come out to Kunai 
and Intramurals. It will change your 
lives. Also, come to Waltz. 
Closing statement? 
I fell in love with Shakespeare as a 
4-year-old sitting in on rehearsals 
for A Midsummer Nights Dream and 
have been smitten ever since, and I 
am so very happy and honored to 
have been given the chance to have 
a crack at one of his great female 
characters. Also, playing alongside 
Cat is amazing!+ 
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Humans of St. John's: 
Haite Zhan's Story 
Marie Divine A'20 

"In China, I led a Chinese educational movement at the age of 14. I protested 
against China's hukou system which is the household registration system. In 
China, everyone has a hukou of a city. It continues the idea that your grand
parents have a hukou of a city, your parents have it, and passed down to you. If 
you don't have the hukou of the city you're living in, then you cannot partici
pate in the college entrance examination in your city. In some cities even the 
high school entrance examination. Everyone has the right to take the test in 
the city they are living in. I was told I was not able to take the exam by the edu
cation commission. Out of desperation, I set up a account at Sina Weibo which 
is the equivalent of Facebook. I told my story online and protested against 
this unfair policy. I was the only student protesting against this policy which 
drew national attention. I believe everyone has the right to equal opportunities 
in education. Newspapers began reporting my story. I organized a protest in 
front of the Bureau of Education of Shanghai. I was born in Zhuhai city and 
moved to Shanghai when I was four years old. I studied in Shanghai since then 
and went to the best middle school there. I did not really know much about 
the hukou policy before I was 14 years old. I thought it was a natural right for 

have education in the place they are studying. 
I was told could not participate in the examination because I did not have 
the Shanghai hukou. My hukou is in Jiangxi province; a province that my 
parents were born into but I didn't live there. I had three options. First, go back 
to Jiangxi province to continue my education which meant not living with 
my parents. Second, give up the idea of having a high school education and 
attending vocational school instead. Third, to be home schooled and protest 
this policy. I chose the third option. Many people supported me within this 
national movement. However, many hated me for it. We have different accep
tance rates into colleges depending on which province you take the examina
tion in. Some provinces have high acceptance rates and many saw this rate as 
a privilege. They didn't want other people who didn't have the hukou of their 
city to share this privilege. Some people with masks showed up at the protest 
and began yelling at our group, by calling us "locusts:' "Locusts" is a humiliat
ing term used to call people living in Shanghai who do not hold the Shanghai 
hukou. I was wishing to talk with the officials on the day of the protest. They 
gave no useful responses. Many people wished to show their anger against my 
protest. They tried to silence our group but failed. This debate went viral due 
to its relation to every Chinese family. By the end of 2012, China implemented 
a new policy in other provinces except Shanghai and Beijing, where students 
who do not have that city's hukou, can take the examination in the place they 
are living in. This means they do not have to separate from their parents or 
make the hard decision which is what I did. A reporter once asked if I would 
regret my decision to be homeschooled due to other students who protested 
other policies who regretted what happened. I told her, "I would never regret 
it. If there is gold, it will shine one day. No matter what choice I make, I will go 
to college in the end:'+ 
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II __ B_e_n _H_aa_s_A_n_sw_er_s .......... 11 
On Improvement of Self and Country 

How should I balance my tendency to introspect 
with my desire for self-improvement? In other words, 
how do I know where to lie content? 

Many people, myself included, see introsP,ection 
as the tirst step towards self-improvement, but I can 
see there being a point where you look into yourself 
so much that you no longer tal<e steps to improve 
yourself based on your ooservations. This is clearly 
less than ideal, but sometimes hard to avoid. A good 
first steP,, for me, is taking five minutes every morn
ing to ttiink about what I want to do and what I need 
to fix that day. My natural tendencY. to talk to peoRle 
instead of doing work is a real 12roolem so if I neea to 
get a lot of work done, I will retlect on that specifically 
and keep it in mind all day. 

You can't fix everything at once, so focusing on one 
self-improvement project at a time is~eneralfy going 
to work a lot better tHan saying "I'm oing to sfop 
procrastinating, start eating more ve eta51es, running 
every morning, and become an open eart surgeon!" 

As Epictetus says, before undertakin~ any major 
endeavor2 make sure you know everytffing that s in
volved in 1t, so you don't just abandon it wnen some
thing unexpected comes up. 

As to contentedness, onry you can really decide 
where you're happy - I am content because I fulfill 
outside expectations while still completing my own 
personal goals. If you feel the need to constantly 
improve yourself but can't seem to stop introspecting, 
then trying to restrict your self-reflection to a certain 
regular time of day might really help. Most of all, ac
cept yourself. Love yourself! You're the only you you 
have, and there's no point running yourself down try
ing to do things you don't really tllink are important. 

Ever since Wednesday morninJ;! I've been feeling 
upset and anJ;!ry and I kmd of jusl want to stop exist
ing for a whire. How can I possibly deal with this post
election slump? 

This is a really important question, as it's something 
a lot of us have been feeling this week. Regardless or 
whether you voted or who you voted for, the events 
following the announcement of our new president
elect have been startling and scary. The hate crimes 
P,erpetrated across the country in the past couple 
aays are terrifying and understandably outraging, but 
we cannot let ourselves fall into desP,air or respond 
in kind. If you want to feel better ana help the coun
try move forward, act for the improvement of all. 
Volunteer your time with local stieltersr branches of 
the American Civil Liberties Union and t:he Southern 
Poverty Law Center. Donate to those you can't help 
9irectlY.. Support your friends and take care of yourself 
in the time to come. 

Aside from volunteering and donating, you can 
spend some time familiarizing yourself with how this 
election turned out the way it aid. Learn about the 
Electoral College from archives.gov, research the 
political divide in this country, and get involved with 
politics. If you're not sure how to db this, talk to your 
local representatives! Go to www.house.gov/repre
sentatives/find/ to find yours. 

Most of all, make sure you don't let yourself turn to 
hatred and vitriol. It will do nothing but escalate and 
cause trouble, and no one needs any more of that 
right now. Keep on keeping on, St. John's. + 
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Meet the Cast: Celia 

Name? 
Cat Baldwin 
Stage name? 
Catsup, like Ketchup. 
First time you acted? 
I was 2 year old and I played Esther 
in a Purim play. The girl standing 
behind me was eating a prop. There 
is a picture of me going to her and 
taking it away from her. As if I was 
telling her, "It's time to be serious 
now." 
What is the favorite role you 
have played? 
Audrey from Little Shop of Hor
rors. The plant stripped me. 
The plant stripped you? 
I got stuck in the plant when it was 
supposed to eat me. My mike string 
got caught on the plant's teeth, and 
it took my shirts with it. I was stuck 
there with no clothes and I was 

calling to my friend to 
help me while my 28 
year old teacher and 
facing the wall with 
his hands on his eyes, 
waiting for me to have 
clothes on. 
So, the plant 
stripped you. Next 
question. What is 
your favorite 
Shakespeare play? 

Merchant of Venice. 
Oh and Measure for 
Measure. 
Who would you 
say is your favorite 
Shakespeare charac
ter? 
Can I choose two? 
Sure. 
Isabelle from Mea-
sure for Measure and 

Horatio from Hamlet. He is just 
this really nice guy. 
Next questio-
Wait! Can I do three? 
... Yes. 
Jacques. 
So, if you could join the royal 
Shakespeare company, what role 
would you play, and who would 
be playing opposite you? 
Can I also include Portia for Mer
chant of Venice? Because if so I 
would want to play her, opposite 
Bill Nighy. 
If you could play any role, no 
matter where from, what would 
it be? 
Eliza Doolittle from My Fair Lady. 
So what roles have you played 
with KWP thus far? 
I was going to be Perdita in the 
canceled Winter s Tale. 
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Favorite movie? 
Fight Club/Wizard of Oz 
Very very Good. Next up, who do 
you have the best chemistry with 
on set? 
Simone. 
Anyone els-
Simone. 
So who are you playing? 
I am playing Celia, and she is 
pretty much done with everyone's 
shit. I spend most of my time judg
ing Simon's antics. There is a deep 
platonic love between our charac
ters. Like me and Simone. 
How do you feel about Celia? 
The more I play here to more I 
identify with her. Especially her 
little faults and quirks. I like her a 
lot, I think she has the most human 
reactions to everything that is hap
pening around her. 
Would you like to recieve flowers 
on opening night? 
I like flowers. But I am the most 
awkward person. I have no idea 
how to recieve accept flowers. 
What flowers do you prefer? 
Violets. And I just want to say that 
I am upset that Simone did not pick 
peomes. 
Before we close, any message you 
have to give to the polity? 
I HAVE NO THOUGHTS. But 
seriously, come to crew and waltz. 
Closing statement? 
"Ah Billy, what a good man." I 
missed being onstange. This sum
mer was the first summer I had not 
done a show in my life. And I am 
really happy to be working with 
Simone. It is really fun playing our 
relationship onstage. She's a nug
get.+ 
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Tips and Tricks for 
Auditioning 

Kira Anderson A' 18 

I n my life, I've auditioned for consider
ably more plays than I have actually been 

in, but such is the life of a character actor. 
Every audition is almost as nerve-wracking 
as the first, unattractive palm-sweating and 
all. I'm sure that a lot of our readers have 
already auditioned, but this piece if for 
those of you who want to audition and want 
advice. 
-Know what the director or casting direc
tor expects from you well ahead of time. 
Do you need to have something prepared 
already or will this be a cold-read (where 
you read something for the first time for the 
audition)? 
-If you need to have something memorized 
for the audition, practice it in front of at 
least two different people that you trust. Ask 
them for critiques, too, if you're comfort
able. 
-Speak slowly. For god's sake, speak slow
ly. Once adrenaline starts pumping through 
your system, you're going to naturally start 
rushing. Slow down and take a deep breath. 
You want to deliver your lines clearly and 
cleanly. 
-If your audition requires singing, make 
sure that you practice with a metronome and 
tuner. As a former flute player, I know that 
always go sharp on my notes. If you know 

~V.LLU.VJ.J.VJ.'""" are, can 
combat them while auditioning as long as 
you're conscious of them. 
-Don't under-act. Be bold and try something 
that's a little 'out there,' because the direc
tor is more likely to remember you if you 
do something notable. For example, Hugh 
Laurie filmed his audition for his role in 
House MD in a bathroom. (You can watch 
the audition on Youtube, actually.) 
-Create a background for your character. If 
you have a story that you can work with, 
you know how the character will feel about 
what they're saying, which will give you 
more depth in your acting. 

May all your auditions go well! + 

SPOTLIGHT ON THE GREENFIELD 
LIBRARY 
INTRODUCING: 6TH ANNUAL 
BOOK COLLECTING CONTEST 

Elizabeth Akhvlediani A' 17 
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The Greenfield Library staff is pleased to announce that we 
are now accepting submissions for the 6th Annual Book 

Collecting Contest! Are you collecting books? Do you have 
a story to share on how you started a collection and why it is 
significant for you? Then this is your chance to get awarded 
for your collection! St. John's College Greenfield Library 
gives you a chance to win a cash prize and to have your book 
collection exhibited for public view in the Lillian Vanous Nutt 
Room on the 1st floor of the Library: 1st Prize - $300 and 
30% off Shopping Spree at the College Bookstore; 2nd Prize 
-$150. 
Collections should include 10-50 books based on a unifying 
principle. Themes can be diverse encompassing many topics 
or can be narrow. Any topic that shows a passion for book 
collecting is welcome. Collections will not be judged accord
ing to the dollar value, size, or rarity of the material. 
Last year's 1st prize winner was Anna Perry (A' 11) with the 
collection of comic books and graphic novels titled: "Pass the 
Funnies;" followed by the 2nd prize winner Frances Webb 
(A' 16) with her submission "Anxious, Depressed and Alien
ated: My Comrades in Literature." There were two honorable 
mentions shared between Harrison Jackson (GI) with her 
submission "A Small Collection Concerning a Great War" and 
"two hopeless romantic, anglophilic, bookworm freshmen," 
as they described themselves, Madeleine Weaver and Nina 
Wernick with their submission "A Truth Eternally Acknowl
edged." 
Current students, faculty members, and staff are eligible to 
participate in the contest. To participate fill out a book collect
ing contest submission form and submit it to Cara Sabolcik, 
Associate Library Director, at cara.sabolcik@sjc.edu. Print 
forms are available at the Greenfield Library and at the Col
lege Bookstore. Submission deadline is January 19th, 201 7. 
You can get detailed guidelines and the submission on 
the 6th Annual Book Collecting Contest at https://www.sjc. 
edu/greenfield-library/book-collecting-contest. 
The library is pleased to hold this annual event which encour
ages community members to share their stories, to continue to 
develop personal libraries, to appreciate printed works, and to 
have their collections displayed in the Library. 
We look forward to receiving your submissions!+ 
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Meet the Cast: Jacques 

Name? 
Noah Bums. 
Stage name? 
I mean, I have a strip
per name. But I am 
not telling you that. 
First time you 
acted? 
I was in the first 
grade. And I played 
Rumplestiltskin ... I 
was typecast. It hap
pens more often than 
you might think. 
What is the favor
ite role you have 
played? 
When I was in 9th 
grade, I played 
Rocky in a play my 
English teacher wrote 
with her son, Hero of 
Helpmart. I played 
the main character's brother. I was 
continually trying to seduce all 
the female characters. I even had a 
pick up line, "If I could rearrange 
the alphabet, I would out U and I 
together." I always had a refrigera
tor box with that was draggin along 
with me, and a shirt that had bikini 
inspector written on it. Apparently 
the role corresponded to Sysiphus. 
That's something ... so next ques
tion. What is your favorite 
Shakespeare play? 
Hamlet. 
Who would you say is your fa
vorite Shakespeare character? 
Hamlet or Macbeth. I identify with 
both, especially when they talk 
about the falsity of the world. 
If you could join the royal Shake
speare company, what role would 
you play, and who would be play-

ing opposite you? 
I would want to be Iago, with Paul 
Robeson at Othello. 
Now, if you could play any role, 
no matter where from, what 
would it be? 
Giles, from Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer. 
That is a ii;;unnn.o. ...... ,n • ..,., ... "'""'~~ 

roles have you played with KWP 
thus far? 
Nothing in St. John's. But as you 
know, all the world's a state ... and I 
have played many parts. 
Favorite movie? 
Doctor Strangelove. 
Who do you have the best chem
istry with on set? 
It's a tie between Cat and Olivia. 
On that note, who are you play
ing? 
My description of Jacques: I am 
playing Jacques. He is both more 
sincere and more artificial than 

other characters. He feels very 
deeply, and so has become disil
lusioned with the world because 
it doesn't match his hopes for 
it. So he distances himself from 
his feelings, and creates a per
sona. he's very perceptive, and 
can see through other people's 
personas as well as his own. 
everything he is, he also isn't. 
He's very intellectual, but very 
sensual. He often doesn't seem 
to care about anything and he 
finds expressions of romantic 
love disingenuous, but he weeps 
for a deer. He's also just kind of 
a dick. 
How do you feel about 
Jacques? 
I feel kind of how I felt about 
Rumple. I identify with him. 
Would you like to recieve 
flowers on opening night? 

Yes. I am not allergic or anything ... 
What flowers do you prefer? 
Peonies. 
Before we close, any message you 
have to give to the polity? 
I encourage everyone in December 
to come work on Amnesty Inema
tional 's campaign 
campaign. I'll be organizing some
thing at St. John's in December 
where people can come and write 
a letter or two either to prisoners 
of conscience themselves or to the 
governments that imprison them, 
including our own. It's a suc-
cessful campaign, and many of 
the people whose cases have been 
championed through it have been 
released, including prisoners who 
had been sentenced to death. 
Closing statement? 
*shakes head*. No additions. + 
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Meet the Cast: Orlando Du Bois 

Name? 
Cyrus Multhauf. 
Stage name? 
Boi. 
First time you acted? 
In second grade I was in a play 
about some internal conflict be
tween the greek Gods. I played 
Poseidon and at one point I threw a 
glass of water at the audience. 
What is the favorite role you 
have played? 
I would have to say playing Gus/ 
Augustus in Arcadia two years ago. 
One did not speak, which allowed 
for a lot of expression through 
movement, and the other could 
never stop speaking. 
What is your favorite Shake
speare play? 

The one that affected me the most 
was Richard II. It did an incredible 
job of showing the rich internal life 
of Richard. 
Who would you say is your fa
vorite Shakespeare character? 
ClaudiUs from Hamlet. 
If you could join the royal Shake
speare company, what role would 
you play, and who would be play
ing opposite you? 
It would have to be Mark Anthony 
from Julius Caeser, just so I could 
do the friends and countrymen 
speech. And Brutus would be 
played by Damien Lewis. 
If you could play any role, no 
matter where from, what would 
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it be? 
I would probably play Chris Keller 
from the play All My Sons. 
So what roles have you played 
with KWP thus far? 
Gus/ Augustus in Arcadia, Michael 
in God of Carnage, and judge 
Frank Littlefield in Last Days of 
Judas Iscariot. 
Favorite movie? 
Y Tu Mama Tambien. 
Who do you have the best chem
istry with on set? 
Noah. 
So who are you playing? 
I am playing Orlando Du Bois. He 
is young and whiny, and there is 
a very interesting paradox in his 
character. He was denied his inheri
tance by his brother, and that left 
him in a position where is unable 
to navigate higher social situations. 
But when he gets to the woods, 
after his first encounter, he man
ages to deal with people gently and 
politely. 
How do you feel about Celia? 
I had a lot of trouble finding a 
character in him at first. He seemed 
very bland, but the more I played 
him, the more I saw where he was 
coming from, and what his motiva
tions are. 
Would you like to recieve flowers 
on opening night? 
I am in favor of flowers. All kind of 
flowers. 
What flowers do you prefer? 
Lilacs. 
Before we close, any message you 
have to give to the polity? 
Come to the show!+ 
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The Merits of Fake Blood 
Arthur Kohn A' 18 ---------------------------------

Everyone knows about fake blood. Taran
tino uses too much and Hitchcock didn't 

have enough (or even any [technically]). It's a 
staple of horror, action, tragedy, and some
times even comedy. (You can't tell me you 
didn't laugh at the Black Knight scene from 
Monty Python and the Quest for the Holy 
Grail) But what even is fake blood? Why do 
we use it? What draws people to it? 
The first question has a few more answers 
than you might expect. I mean, we can all 
agree that it's red, right? Actually, wrong; 
fake blood comes in a huge variety of colors, 
starting from bright red, passing through 
maroon, and going all the way to black. 
(Yeah, there is black fake blood.) This leads 
to countless recipes for fake blood (includ
ing straight up chocolate syrup - in fact, in 
the iconic shower scene from Psycho, Alfred 
Hitchcock used unadulterated Bosco choco
late syrup); however, most of these recipes 
are just a variation of the standard corn 
syrup, laundry soap, and food coloring, but 
a lot of visual effects artists who frequently 
use fake blood keep their recipes secret, and 
this happens to be the reason why Tarantino 

blood always looks like Tarantino blood. 
There are also more variations of fake 
blood, like Edible Fake Blood (for when 
you need to cough up a little blood), 
Chemical Fake Blood (for when you need 
to make fake blood appear without a 
tube), Sprayable Fake Blood (For when 
you need to shoot fake blood from a 
tube), and Sticky Fake Blood (especially 
good for a flayed skin effect). As you can 
see, each of these different kinds of fake 
blood serve a specific purpose in creat
ing all the various effects that movies 
and plays require. 
But why do we even feel a need for fake 
blood? Tarantino would say that it's an 
aesthetic choice. (Sorry for all the Tar
antino name drops - but seriously, how 
was I going to write an article about fake 
blood and not?) But I think it's more than 
that; to me it's an emotional choice. Like 
it or not, everytime we see fake blood (or 
real blood) we have an emotional reac
tion. We know what it's like to bleed, and 
so we empathize with whatever's bleed
ing; or in the interesting case of comedy, 
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we laugh at either the absurdity of the blood, 
or a great dislike of the bleeding character. 
Horror uses the blood to grab gasps and 
shrieks and to pump adrenaline through our 
bodies. Action uses blood to keep us engaged, 
fearful, and sometimes sick, but tragedy 
uses blood in the most uncomfortable way 
(partly because Tragedy as a genre is about 
making you uncomfortable, that's the point 
of Katharsis). Tragedy takes advantage of 
our empathy and uses the least amount of 
fake blood to produce the most amount of 
emotional effect. In fact, the two tablespoons 
of blood in Oedipus' eyes stir up more raw 
emotion than the entire Saw franchise, all 
eight movies, but there's a reason for that: 
intention. Intention is what makes or breaks 
fake blood. The Saw movies throw gallons of 
fake blood at their audiences for cheap thrills 
and screams, letting the hyper-realistic gore 
of the situation do all the work, while other 
more conscientious uses of fake blood can 
make us feel so much more, because it can 
tug on our heartstrings and, at the end of the 
day, make us feel more human. I mean, we 
are all just fleshy blood-bags - aren't we?+ 

When Mr. Grauberd approached me other setup anxieties. Relied upon to get as you're imagining. I spent the next 40 
about this article, he suggested a po- the sound just right and the light bright minutes with my eyes glued to his feet 
tential title- something along the lines enough without giving anybody an and my fingers glued to the slider on the 
of «The Best Seat In The House': Well I unwanted tan. Relied upon to get each soundboard controlling his microphone; 
assure you, reader, that whatever seats movie playing, every microphone muted every time he was about to go into the 
we keep up the stairs behind the worn- and unmuted, and the ceremonial bottle feedback zone I would have to lower the 
en's restroom can hardly be considered of water set out for every lecturer. volume before quickly bringing it back 
"the best" in any house. It is nice- I will We have to be on watch for any issue up. That might be the worst part of this 
admit, having a private booth in the or mistake that comes up. Some of you wonderful job- no one ever listens and 
theatre is kind of nice; you can have might remember a lecturer last year that no one knows how to use a microphone. 
guests, you can talk all you'd like, and put Greek on a blackboard? He asked for But it is a wonderful job, I assure you! 
no one minds if you bring a sandwich. a blackboard and a wireless microphone, I work with great people (Shakespeare 
That said, it's quite far from all the and we (I, personally) walked with him and the Bossman), I get to be a part of 
action; even with my glasses I can't on stage to show him how far in front all sorts of events, they give me a ring of 
always tell what the lecturer looks like, of the blackboard was going to give him keys, and the Wi-Fi in the booth is quite 
and we haven't gotten a speaker set up feedback. Several times during the black- strong. Plus, everyone thinks we know 
yet, so sometimes it's hard to make out board portion of his lecture, he walked everything about tech stuff for some 
what the actors are saying. Were basi- well in front of the board with the micro- reason. I'll be honest, about half the job 
cally the back row- the backest row. phone unmuted, giving the audience an is figuring out how to get stuff done and 
Of course the booth isn't just for seat- earful of screeching speakers. He seemed the next 20% is finding the equipment to 
ing, we are there to be relied upon. bewildered- what could be going wrong? do it. For me, at least; Arthur- my part-
Relied upon anywhere between a half How can he fix this? I think I remember ner in crime- pretty much knows what 
hour and two hours before Spm on someone telling him to move the black- he's doing.+ 
a Friday night for soundcheck and board back, which went about as well 
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE GREENFIELD LIBRARY 
ALL THE WORLD 1S A STAGE: CELEBRATING THE "FIRST 
FOLI0 11 

Elizabeth Akhvlediani A: 17 

"'\ "l Then we describe something as 
V V classic, we usually mean that 

a piece withstood the test of time. 
Shakespeare's "First Folio" withstood 
the test of time in its direct sense; 
published in 1623, the Folio is the 
first collected edition of Shakespeare's 
plays. This 393 year old collection fea
tures 36 plays - 18 of which have nev
er been published, including Macbeth, 
Julius Caesar, and Twelfth Night. As 
you already know, to mark the 400th 
anniversary of Shakespeare's death, 
the Folger Shakespeare Library is 
sending the "First Folio" to every state 
in the United States as part of their 
"First Folio! The Book That Gave Us 
Shakespeare" national tour. St. John's 
College was selected, in partner-
ship with the Annapolis Shakespeare 
Company and Maryland Humanities, 
to be the host site for Maryland. The 
First Folio exhibition is on view to 
the public through December 4 at the 
Mitchell Gallery. 
In celebration of the "First Folio! 
The Book that Gave us Shakespeare" 
exhibit (https://www.sjc.edu/annapo
lis/shakespeare-first-folio ), the library 

has put together a Shakespeare Guide 
(http://libguides.sjc.edu/shakespeare/). 
This guide is a list of items avail-
able in the library's collections and 
includes links to audio recordings, 
books, faculty files, films, lectures, 
prize essays, online resources, as well 
as items in the SJC Digital Archives. 
Check it out and see which Folio plays 
we read as part of the SJC program! 
The Greenfield Library is highlight
ing the "First Folio's" arrival with 
a display in the Lillian Vanous Nutt 
room, located on the first floor of the 
library. Take a moment to stop in to 
the library to visit our current exhibit, 
"All the World's a Stage" on display 
through January 13th, 2017. The 
exhibit showcases a selection of books 
from the library's rare books collection 
as well as archival photos and quotes 
from members of the college com
munity. Of note is the library's copy of 
the Boydell Shakespeare Folio of 1802 
and archival photos of the King Wil
liam Players dating back to the 1950s, 
many of which feature current tutors! 
Unleash your inner Shakespeare worm 
with "First Folio" Facts below: 

"First Folio" Facts 

-The title page of the "First Folio" in
cludes a portrait of Shakespeare, com
missioned by those who knew him and 
one of only two authentic likenesses of 
the author. 
-The "First Folio" is one of the most 
valuable printed books in the world 
today; it sold for $6.2 million in 2001 
at Christie's. It originally sold for one 
British pound (20 shillings )-about 
$250 today. 
-The "First Folio" is about 900 pages 
long and on average each page is more 
than a foot tall. 
-About 750 copies of the 1623 "First 
Folio" of Shakespeare were printed, 
but less than a third (233 copies) are 
known today. 
-The Folger Shakespeare Library 
holds 82 "First Folios"-the largest 
collection in the world. 
The "First Folio" will tour all 50 
states, Washington, DC, and Puerto 
Rico+ 
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Meet the Cast: Touchstone 

Name? 
Andrew Kim. 
Stage name? 
Mark Roosevelt. 
First time you acted? 
In the 8th grade my school had a 
production of Peter Pan. I played 
Michael, Wendy's youngest broth
er. I thought it was a really big deal 
that I got the role. I did not account 
for seniority. After the show ended 
I kept doing Peter Pan related stuff. 
Apparently I had post production 
depression syndrome. 
What is the favorite role you 
have played? 
Playing Satan in my high school's 
production of the Last days of 
Judas Iscariot. I think all of my 
confidence came from playing the 

role. 
What is your favorite Shake
speare play? 
Measure for Measure. 
Who would you say is your fa
vorite Shakespeare character? 
William from As You Like It. I 
spent an entire scene just roasting 
him. I shut him down and he just 
takes it. It is also the only scene 
that he is in. 
If you could join the royal Shake
speare company, what role would 
you play, and who would be play
ing opposite you? 
Othello, opposite Joseph Gordon 
Levitt's Iago. Actually, make that 
Tobey Maguire from Spiderman 3. 
The really emo one. I want him to 
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wreck me. 
Now, if you could play any role, 
no matter where from, what 
would it be? 
The nerdy white kid from the 
Breakfast Club. 
What roles have you played with 
KWP thus far? 
I played a variety of roles in Too 
Much Light. I was also Butch Hon
eywell in The Last Days of Judas 
Iscariot. 
Favorite movie? 
Fading Gigolo. 
Who do you have the best chem
istry with on set? 
Allie Matthew. 
On that note, who are you play
ing? 
I am playing Touchstone, the play's 
fool. But like all Shakespearean 
fools, he has some gems of wis
dom. In our version, he is a rich 
Asian international kid, in a small 
liberal arts shool in Chicago. 
How do you feel about Jacques? 
He's endearing. He's like a very 
smart child. His wit makes him 
likeable, but the subject matter he 
chooses sometimes counteracts it 
on occasion. He is so amusing that 
you have to enjoy him as a charac
ter. 
Would you like to recieve flowers 
on opening night? 
No flower ... but ifl had to get any, I 
would like some roses on opening 
night. 
Before we close, any message you 
have to give to the polity? 
Listen to the podcast. We have 
another one coming out this Fri
day. Check it out. It will have Josh 
Peele, Eireahman Semple, Camille 
Testa, and Zach Gold. + 
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Cast List 

Simone Louw- Rosalind Mary Hommel- Le Beau 

Cat Baldwin- Celia Andrew Kim- Touchstone 

Olivia Frawley- Duke Senior Noah Bums- Jacques 

Ben Haas- Duke Fredrick Barnabas Holleran- Corin 

Cyrus Multhauf- Orlando Scott Chevallier- Silvius 

Zoe Hinman- Oliver Tori Lockamy- Phoebe 

Zoe Collins-Adam Sophia Kiang- Audrey 

Christian Gordon- Charles Sawyer Neale- Oliver Matext 

Allie Matheu- William 

Sophy Schulman- Hymen 

Asher Parker- Jacques du 
Bois 

Claire Tucker-Ensemble 

Mifield Xu-Ensemble 

Gene Jerskey-Dennis 
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